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Since our first article got so much attention we are updating you all with part two. If you have driven past the
corner or Apollo and Lehman you may have noticed the
moat or small berm that apparently sprouted overnight.
That is the work of 3 men with SHOVELS digging a trench
2-3 feet deep and 1 foot wide in just one day!!! That
however pales in comparison to the mountain of dirt
pulled from under our house in just one day with hand
tools! Anyone need a tunnel to China? I have a guy for
ya!
Our home, and likely most of yours, was broken up into two bits of work. 1 re-routing and trenching the kitchen and
utility room side of the house around the front to the sewer. 2 tunneling under the home to replace the lines to the
downstairs and upstairs bathrooms.
The first part was pretty straight forward, dig an above ground trench, lay a section of pipe from the sewer to the outside of the house were our sink and washer drains are, drill through the brick, cut the old pipe out, fill with concrete,
connect to new pipe. Most of this work was done in just a day and the new plumbing is relatively subtle against the
wall. We also had the contractor run a larger diameter pipe to allow us to add a half bath in the future to that side of
the house.
The most impressive work was the other side of the house where the guys dug 40 FEET of tunnel big enough for me to
sit up tall in (I’m 6’2”). They then cut away and removed the old NASTY cast iron that was mostly rotted out and ran new
4” PVC line and tied it into our existing showers, tubs, sinks, and toilets. This work is then anchored and suspended to
the underside of our foundation so that it doesn’t move as the dirt or house settles. They then had a city inspector out
to review the pictures of work and sign our permit, a 5 min job on his part, and then they started filling the tunnel.
All this work was done in 4 working days. I couldn’t have moved that mountain of dirt if 4 working lifetimes. Now we
can flush our toilets with reckless abandon, safe in the knowledge that we will never see their contents again. It’s a very
bizarre experience living in a home where you play Russian Roulette with every flush. also, for about 95% of this process
you can use your plumbing, although flushing knowing there are 3 or 4 hard working guys digging under your house
inches from your wastes makes you hesitate.
So if the Rotor Router man knows you by your first
name, your toilets bubble like a hot tub, or water
appears to be coming from the foundation its
probably time to bite the bullet and start fresh.
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This month I planned to write about lawn care and Sunday’s paper offered Jeff Rugg’s article which covers my thoughts:
“Lawn care is one of the hot-button issues these days. The grass plants
that we use for lawns would all want to grow a couple feet tall if they
were not mowed…Homeowners keep most lawns mowed to around 2 or
3 inches tall. Cutting any plant down to 1/10 its normal height means it
needs more care to compensate for the harm being done to It. Any plant
cut down to such a comparatively small size is more susceptible to insects and diseases and needs more careful watering to help compensate
for the smaller root system that goes hand in hand with the smaller leaf
area. By continually mowing a lawn, homeowners are creating a bonsai
landscape.
The amazing thing about grass is that it not only tolerates this reduction
in size but can also handle some wear and tear from people and pets.
Lawns are the safest and softest ground cover for kids and sports teams
to play on. Lawns reduce runoff, erosion and pollution into waterways
and wetlands better than most ground cover materials. They produce
more oxygen than ground covers and mulched beds.
Just because lawns need some care doesn’t mean they need all the care
that many people give them. Over $100 million a year is spent on grubcontrol chemicals in the U.S., but in my experience, the vast majority of
that is wasted on lawns without grubs. Many lawn owners assume that
products sold at stores are safe. They would be if applied properly, but
many people don’t apply them in a safe manner. They apply too much,
apply it at the wrong time and often apply the wrong product for the
problem or products for nonexistent problems. Fertilizers applied improperly can pollute groundwater and surface water. So, if you are one
of those people, then I would agree with your friends.
Since lawns require mowing and other care, reduction in the size of a
lawn and the installation of low-maintenance plants will help reduce
the environmental cost, but the trade-off is fewer of the environmental
benefits mentioned above. There is no perfect choice of landscape
plants.
Mow lawns as high as possible for the type of grass and the type of
mower. Tall grass has fewer weed problems and requires less herbicide.
Never send grass clippings to landfills, for they provide up to half of the
fertilizer needs of a lawn if left on the lawn. Most lawns need little fertilizer. Look on the bag to make sure that the nitrogen in fertilizer comes
from water-insoluble sources, so it doesn’t wash away.
Lawns should be inspected as they are mowed. Before any pesticide is
applied, the problem should be properly identified. Then it should be
monitored because most pest problems don’t rise to the level of needing
chemical treatments. Hand-pulling weeds is not always possible, but a
spot chemical treatment of the weeds is much better than spraying the
whole lawn with herbicides.
In some regions of the country, additional lawn watering is unnecessary…Watering when the lawn doesn’t need it is wasteful. Water responsibly when your lawn does need it by watering when the water
won’t evaporate. Water infrequently and deeply, so plant roots will
grow deeper. Too much water harms grass plants, and watering more
than is necessary may lead to additional mowing which is also wasteful.
Let your lawn go dormant when it is supposed to be dormant. As you
can see there are plenty of alternative ways to begin caring for a lawn in
a more ecological manner. Start now with some of them and keep adding them as you get comfortable with how the lawn is doing.”
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It’s that time of year again!
While we long for the cool, crisp fall weather, now is the time
to get your orders in for your SPP holiday arch! Our
neighborhood arches have been a holiday highlight, catching
the attention of KHOU 11, Houstonia Magazine, and online at
TexasHillCountry.com. If you don't have an arch yet, now is
your chance to participate in this long standing Shepherd
Park Plaza tradition, dating back to 1968.

4915 Brian Haven

5027 Candle tree

Arch kit orders are being taken now and production for 2022
will be a limited supply!
The arch kit includes what you need to set up your arch
(arch, nuts and bolts, ground stakes, lights, tie-down wire).
Decorations not included. For arch orders or more
information, please contact ArchesofSPP@gmail.com.

Our first Candlelight Ladies Night was a huge success!
Thank you to all the women who came out to meet their
neighbors and make the night so fun. It was great to
meet each and everyone of you and if you couldn’t
make it, don’t fret! We will be holding our lady’s night
monthly - weather permitting - so there will be plenty
more options to meet and spend time with your wonderful neighbors.
The next Ladies night will be Wednesday, July 6th at
7:30pm at the corner of Del Norte and Park Plaza Dr.
Bring your chair, your wine and get ready to have a
good time with your lady neighbors!
EDITORS NOTE: Since my lovely wife failed to provide
pictures the below is a dramatic reenactment of the first
ladies night
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Loquacious —adjective

Obscure Vocabulary

Lo-kwa-shes

Definition of pareidolia
1: full of excessive talk : Wordy

Did you know? June is Pride Month?
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TRASH & RECYCING REMINDER:

Clean gutters

No cul-de-sac parking on pickup days.

Total due by check
Civic Club Dues $50.00
Constable Program $300
Total Due by PayPal
Civic Club Dues $51.75
Constable Program $309
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